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Abstract 

 

The modern day vehicles uses Ackermann steering mechanism to steer. Since 

its invention, the steering mechanism have been explored a lot. From manual to 

power steering, a lot many discoveries have been cited in the research papers. 

A lot many problems have been cited from the steering mechanism, and many 

of them were solved in past century. Research has also been carried out on all 

wheel steering of automobiles. There exists a research gap to analyze the 

steering errors. This paper presents an analytical study for evaluation of steering 

errors in the mechanism. A significant amount of errors has been found in the 

steering mechanism during analysis. These errors are likely to produce 

instability during turning of the vehicle.   

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Steering changes the direction of two or more wheels of a vehicle with reference to the 

chassis to the direction of movement, so as to move the automobile in any desired path. 

Usually, in a two axle vehicle (front and rear axle) the rear wheels are mounted at two 

ends of the axle, which is fixed in direction with reference to the chassis and the steering 
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is done by means of the front wheels. The front end of the vehicle is steered and the 

rear end then tries to line up with the front. There exists two types of steering 

mechanisms, Ackermann steering gear mechanism & Davis steering gear mechanism. 

The Ackermann steering gear mechanism is much simpler than Davis steering gear and 

hence quite popular. The steering gear consists of turning pair mounted at the back of 

the front wheels in Ackermann steering. Davis steering gear mechanism consists of 

sliding pair mounted at front of the front wheels. The Ackermann steering gear is a four 

bar crank chain mechanism, with links AB and CD of unequal length and BC and AD 

of equal length as shown in Figure 1.  The figure also represents one correct position of 

the steering. This position is the unsteered position.  

The steering can be correct at two positions only. One correct position is straight 

position, and other varies with the vehicle manufacturer. At all other steering 

conditions, there exists an error. This incorrect steering with high speed and road 

conditions, leads to under and over steer of the vehicle. Incorrect steering condition 

leads to under and over steer.  In case of under steering, the vehicle move straighter 

than steered and in case of over steering, the vehicle moves more curves than steered. 

In case of under steering, the front axle tires loses grip and in case of over steering the 

rear axle tires loses grip and the vehicle slides other than steered direction. The other 

correct steered position is depicted in Figure 2.  

 

 

As shown in Figure 2, the turning center lies on the point of intersection of axis of front 

wheels and rear wheels. When the axis of the front and rear wheels do not meet 

combindly at a single point, but intersects at different point, the steering error is 

induced. The present paper aims to analyze steering errors for a standard four wheel 

vehicle.  
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Rudolph Ackermann invented the steering mechanism allowing the vehicle to turn 

along the flow of the path in early 1800’s, called as Ackermann steering. The 

parallelogram steering mechanism was developed in late 1800’s. The major studies 

performed on the steering mechanisms and steering geometry optimization are 

tabulated in Table 1. 

 

RESEARCHER RESEARCH WORK 

  

Salaani et. al. [1] developed a real-time torque feedback model of steering 

system 

Badawy et. al. [2] electric power steering system to study torque 

performance, disturbance rejection, noise rejection, road 

feel and stability 

Simionescu [3] kinematic study of a rack and pinion steering 

Ansarey et. al. [4] optimized the steering geometry to minimize steering 

errors 

Adams [5] and Sugitani et. 

al. [6] 

studied the driver steering feel 

 

Segel [7] Proposed Quasi linear model for vibration analysis of the 

steering 

Mabrouka et al. [8] Investigated the effects of tire lateral flexibility on the 

dynamic behavior of the steering mechanism. 

Gillespie [9] Developed the geometry and forces & displacements 

relationship based modeling equations of the steering 

mechanism 

Park and Nikravesh [10] Analyzed the effects of steering compliance on the 

directional stability of the vehicle 

Abe et al. [11] Studied vehicle handling performance by application of 

variable gear ratio steering system 

Shimizu [12] Discussed on effects of speed and steering angle on 

driver/vehicle system performance 

Hulla and Palcak [13] Studied transient and steady state vehicle simulation for 

optimization of steering geometry to minimize 

Ackermann error 

Olson and Milacic [14] Simulated a quarter vehicle model of steering, brake and 

traction system by DADS simulation program 

Zheng et al. [15] Presented variable steering ratio design for vehicle steer-

by-wire system with Joystick and found that the angle 

transmission ratio with constant yaw rate required for 

steering wheel can’t meet the basic requirement of 

joystick steering 
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Travelling along the historical developments of the steering mechanism, the research 

was focused in making the steering comfort. Power assisted steering mechanisms were 

developed in the due course. Hydraulic power steering, electric power steering, hydro-

electric power steering were developed. The dynamic response of the vehicle depends 

on performance, ride and handling. The vehicle reaction to various road/driver inputs 

and driver control on the vehicle is affected by the steering errors. No research paper is 

available in the literature on the steering mechanism that have studied the steering 

errors. The present paper analyze the presence of steering error and its amount. 

Variables affecting steering error will also be analyzed.  

 

3. ANALYTICAL STUDY 

The Ackermann steering mechanism consists of a four bar crank mechanism ABCD as 

shown in figure 1. The analytical approach is developed for a case study of a lover 

segment car with front wheel track of 1295 mm and wheel base 2360 mm. The turning 

enter diameter (TCD), is worked out. The theoretically required turning angles are 

calculated by graphical method.  Figure 2(a-b) shows graphical TCD at 6˚ and 13˚. 

Figure 3 represents the full turning radius with theoretically required outer wheel 

steering angle. The corresponding required outer wheel angles are also shown.  

  

 

(a) 6 degree steeering position  (b) 13 degree steeering position (c)  

 

 

(d) 26 degree steeering position (e)  

Figure 3: Different theoretical steering angles for a  1295 mm wheel track and 2360 mm 

wheel base vehicle 
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Analytical steering procedure 

The required steering angles are calculated graphically by following procedure 

1. Draw the vehicle tyre positions with selected wheel base and wheel track 

dimensions. 

2. Steer one tyre (left or right wheel), say left one by unit degree. 

3. Draw a line perpendicular to the tyre radial surface, and extend to meet a line 

through rear axle center line. 

4. Join the intersection point with outer wheel (right tyre)  

5. Measure the steering angle required by outer wheel, when inner wheel is steered 

by said angle 

6. Note the reading 

7. Repeat step 2 to 6 up to full steering (say 26 degree. 

8. Now draw the Ackerman steering mechanism for the considered wheel base and 

wheel track. 

9. With selected steering mechanism steer one tyre (left or right wheel), say left one 

by unit degree. 

10. Due to linked steering mechanism the outer wheel will be steered 

11. Measure the steered angle and not it down 

12. Repeat steps 9-11 till full steering 

13. Record the reading and analyze the readings.  

Following the above listed procedure, values tabulated in Table 1 were obtained. The 

table shows the graphically measured angles of outer wheel with every single degree 

steering change in inner wheel steering angles from 0 to 36˚. 

Table 1: Measured angles of outer wheel with every single degree steering of inner 

wheel from 0 to 36˚. (all angles are in degree) 

Front  

inner (˚) 

Front outer 

Desired (˚) 

Front outer 

obtained (˚) 

front inner 

 error (˚) 

Front 

inner (˚) 

Front outer  

Desired (˚) 

Front outer 

obtained (˚) 

front 

inner 

error (˚) 

0 0 0 0 14 12.37 11.2 1.17 

1 0.99 0.30 0.69 15 13.15 12.40 0.75 

2 1.96 0.75 1.21 16 13.92 13.60 0.32 

3 2.92 1.20 1.72 17 14.67 14.60 0.07 

4 3.85 1.80 2.05 18 15.42 15.60 -0.18 

5 4.77 2.50 2.27 19 16.15 16.70 -0.55 

6 5.68 3.30 2.38 20 16.88 17.70 -0.82 

7 6.56 4.10 2.46 21 17.60 18.60 -1.00 

8 7.43 5.00 2.43 22 18.30 19.30 -1.00 

9 8.29 6.00 2.29 23 19.00 20.10 -1.10 

10 9.13 7.00 2.13 24 19.69 20.80 -1.11 

11 9.96 8.00 1.96 25 20.37 21.40 -1.03 

12 10.78 9.00 1.78 26 21.05 22.00 -0.96 

13 11.58 10.10 1.48     

 

Drag  

Drag  
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Figure 4: graphically representation of steering angles and error. 

 

4. RESULT ANALYSIS  

The difference between the required and actual steering values came to be quite 

significant. The difference ranges from -0.56˚ to 1.64. The total range is thus 2.2˚. The 

error value is quite significant. It is because of this error, the vehicle skids when turned 

at higher speeds. High speed vehicle loosed stability when heavily steered at higher 

speeds. Figure 4 shows the values graphically. The difference between the areas under 

the curve is the developed un-stability in the vehicle. The un-stability is negative and 

positive depending on under and over steering. The area between the two represents 

amount of drag produced. An investigation need to be carried out to investigate the real 

effect because of the steering errors. This study will support the research for 

development of stability systems for the vehicles. 
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